
2001IRONMAIDEN-PRO

Iron Maiden Pro Pinball Machine

Price: $6,999.00 See Product Details

Lead Time: Call for current lead time

Details

Description

Formed in 1975, Iron Maiden led the wave of British heavy metal music and became a global institution. Over
the course of 40 years the band has come to embody a spirit of fearless creative independence, ferocious
dedication to fans, and a cheerful indifference to critics. Iron Maiden has built a following that reaches every
culture, generation, and time zone. With over 90 million album sales, more than 2,000 live performances in 63
countries, tens of millions of fans and 16 studio albums of unerring quality, Iron Maiden has more than earned
its proudly-held status as one of the most influential and revered bands of all time.

The Iron Maiden pinball machines aim to reflect the same excitement, energy, and experience of a live Iron
Maiden concert. Players will immerse themselves in an interactive Iron Maiden universe transforming into
various forms of Eddie, the band’s legendary mascot. Players, as Eddie, will embark on a quest to defeat the
Beast and his minions across the Legacy of the Beast mobile game and comic book world. Iron Maiden pinball
entertains with an amazing array of modern and classic features, making it suitable for all skill levels.

All models include twelve Iron Maiden songs with players going to battle as Eddie with the help of four flippers,
two spinners, a set of 3-bank drop targets, metal and wireform ramps, a captive ball mechanism, a dual up-post
lock mechanism, and a center bullseye target.



Specifications

Dimensions

27"W x 56"D x 76"H

Weight

250 lbs

Delivery Options

FREE PICKUP @ PETERS DISTRIBUTION CENTER

7685 Parklawn Ave, Edina, MN 55435
Peters Warranty covers telephone diagnostics and parts for 1 year from purchase
Original packaging
Assembly required

PETERS LOCAL WHITE GLOVE DELIVERY

We will set-up and test game before delivery
Re-key the lock - so if you ever lose it - it can easily be replaced
Deliver to your home or business, and set it up in the room of your choice *Mileage fees apply outside of the
Twin Cities Area*
Peters Warranty covers telephone diagnostics and parts for 1 year from purchase
Additional 30 day in home warranty (only included if game is delivered within 50 mi radius of Minneapolis)
Warranty void in commercial settings

OUT OF AREA SHIPPING 

Please call us to see if this is available to ship out of the local area 612-866-8433.

https://www.petersbilliards.com/game-room/iron-maiden-pro-pinball-machine
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